Minutes of the WG&E Meeting on Installations with the Heath MLB
November 8, 2022 at 1:30
virtual meeting

Present: WG&E: Chris LaVertu, Brian Sullivan, and Betsy Loiko
MLB: Art Schwenger, Anne Emmet, David Gordon, Bill Fontes, and Ned Wolf with
MLP Manager Sheila Litchfield
Chris responded to questions that Sheila had sent him before the meeting.
He apologized for the delay in removing the POD and said he would prorate the monthly fee
based on November 3rd when it should have been removed.
Sheila said that the Heath Highway Department has moved the wooden spools of leftover fiber
from the parking lot to a newly graveled area just east of the building at 18 Jacobs Road. Chris
said the wooden spools could decay over an extended period of time. He said we could leave
them uncovered for a year. We would then reassess. He said that when WCF is acquiring
equipment to respool leftover fiber onto smaller spools for storage.
Betsy said that no one is scheduled for an installation.
Chris looked into 41 Modoc. The customer wants a cold drop. The customer is not eligible for
any subsidy. A straight overhead or a total underground are the only ways of getting a cold
drop, the overhead being much less costly.
The customer at 12 Papoose wants a cold drop and is eligible for a $500 subsidy.
The customer at 102 Shawnee is not eligible for any subsidy. Sheila asked whether the post for
electric is adequate? Chris said he would get someone up there to take a look. He said it might
be possible to repurpose another MST.
Regarding a trouble ticket for the muni network, Chris said he was told that the first ONT of
Heath’s Muni Network was fine, and that the second one had to be hard cycled requiring a
switch from the first to the second. He said he will follow up with tech support.
Brian said that they will have 1:30 installs meetings Nov. 15th, Nov. 29th, Dec. 6th, and Dec. 20th.
The meeting adjourned at 1:56.

Respectfully submitted,
Ned Wolf

